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Understanding of gene flow, connectivity, and diversity is critical to predict
the stability of key marine species. The Oregon coast of the U.S.A. shows fine-scale
levels of geographic variation in environmental stressors such as temperature, pH,
and oxygen levels, prompting questions about the potential for local adaptation. In
this thesis, I unite population genetics with ecology, oceanography, and life history to
investigate the resilience of Leptasterias sp., a six-rayed brooding sea star and
important intertidal predator along the Oregon coast. In Chapter 2, I use nine neutral
microsatellite markers to establish the genetic structure and diversity of Leptasterias
populations across three capes and six sites. I find evidence of strong population
structure at the level of capes, and further divergence between two sites (CB and RP)
within Cape Blanco. Though this genetic structure is broadly consistent with an
isolation-by-distance pattern, the scale and strength of divergence may be partially
driven by differing magnitudes and directions of oceanographic currents and patchy
between-site habitat composition. In Chapter 3, I investigate mixed paternity as a

mechanism by which this brooding species may maintain high genetic diversity in the
face of limited gene flow. I use five microsatellite markers to quantify the level of
multiple paternity (sires per brood, sire evenness, and paternity skew) at six sites, and
I compare these measures across the Oregon range of Leptasterias. I find consistently
high levels of multiple paternity (frequency 100%, mean 11.6 sires per brood, range
2-20) across all capes, consistent with predictions of obligate/convenience polyandry
experienced by sperm-casting species in dynamic marine environments. Despite
differences in population density and inbreeding coefficients, I find no differences in
paternity levels between capes or sites, suggesting that fine-scale gradients in
environment or ecology may exert more influence on sperm dispersal and fertilization
than geographic differences. Overall, my thesis illustrates the way in which multiple
factors—life history, ecology, oceanography, habitat composition, and more—can
influence the connectivity, structure, and genetic diversity of a brooding marine
species. I contribute to ongoing efforts by the PISCO and OMEGAS research
consortiums to investigate the physiological, ecological, and genetic performance of
key species in the mosaic environment of the California Current Large Marine
Ecosystem.
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Chapter 1 – General Introduction
Coastal environments are rapidly changing. In the California Current Large
Marine Ecosystem, the effects of rising temperature, ocean acidification, disease, habitat
fragmentation, and more have caused measurable shifts in community structure, seasonal
oceanographic patterns, and distributions of key species (e.g. Franks et al. 2013; Gruber
et al. 2012; Hofmann et al. 2014; Iles et al. 2012; Menge et al. 2016; Menge et al. 2019).
Furthermore, in dynamic coastal ecosystems, the severity and timing of these stressors
can vary substantially over a species’ geographic range. Local variation in upwelling
patterns, bathymetry, currents, and other oceanographic forces cause fine-scale gradients
in environmental conditions, rendering some ecological communities more vulnerable to
environmental stressors than others (Menge et al. 1997; Navarrete et al. 2005; Chan et al.
2017). In the face of such mosaic threats, a central task of marine ecologists is to predict
the resilience of local populations (Bernhardt & Leslie, 2013; Hoffmann & Sgro, 2011;
Moritz et al. 2008). Will populations collapse, migrate, or adapt to new conditions? What
ecological, environmental, and evolutionary conditions may facilitate one outcome over
the other?
In my thesis, I examine these broad questions in regard to a single species:
Leptasterias sp., a direct-developing six-rayed sea star and important intertidal predator
ranging from Alaska to mid-California on the West Coast of the U.S.A (Chia, 1966). To
avoid conflict in an ongoing debate about fine-scale taxonomy, I refer to this species only
by its genus. I focus on one potential mechanism of resilience: local adaptation, or the
fine-tuning of a population to its immediate environmental conditions. Numerous studies
show evidence of fine-scale local adaptation in marine taxa (reviewed in Sanford &
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Kelly, 2011). Under the pressure of persistent environmental gradients, populations can
evolve differences in host preference, feeding habits, shell morphology, and salinity
tolerance, among many others, to gain a fitness advantage under local conditions (e.g.,
Conover, Clarke, Munch, & Wagner, 2006; Sokolava & Boulding, 2004; Sotka, 2005;
Sotka & Hay, 2002). Such adaptation may arise from non-heritable factors such as
phenotypic plasticity and maternal effects (Marshall 2008), or it may be genetically
based. Here, I focus on the genetic component. Do patterns of genetic divergence and
diversity in Leptasterias support the possibility of local adaptation?
The likelihood of local adaptation in Leptasterias requires understanding the
dynamics of gene flow across the species’ geographic range. Evolutionary theory predicts
an inverse correlation between the degree of connectivity and the likelihood of local
adaptation (Lowe & Allendorf, 2010; Sunday, Crim, Harley, & Hart, 2014). High
connectivity between populations is thought to homogenize a gene pool, decreasing the
chance that locally specialized adaptations will be maintained (Marko & Hart, 2018). In
contrast, low connectivity tends to cause strong genetic structuring, promoting divergence
via genetic drift and possibly via natural selection (Collin, 2001; Keever et al., 2009).
These theoretical predictions give rise to parallel hypotheses about the relationship
between local adaptation and reproductive strategy. Species with direct development
(brooders) like Leptasterias are expected to display greater genetic structure and higher
likelihood of local adaptation than species with a pelagic larval phase (Barbosa, Klanten,
Puritze, Toonen, & Byrne, 2012; Untersee & Pechenik, 2007).
Increasing evidence, however, suggests that the relationship between reproductive
strategy, connectivity, and resulting genetic structure is not as simple as theory might
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predict. Some studies report an intuitive relationship between dispersal and population
structure, in which pelagic larval duration (PLD) roughly predicts the geographic range
of gene flow (e.g., Sunday, Popovic, Harley, & Hart, 2011; reviewed in Bohonak, 1999),
while other studies find unexpectedly high levels of genetic structure (low gene flow)
among species with a long PLD (Keever et al., 2009). Furthermore, across reproductive
strategies, the spatial scale of population structure is highly variable (Conover et al.,
2006), from mesoscales of tens of kilometers (e.g. Sokolova & Boulding, 2004; Untersee
& Pechenik, 2007) to site-specific scales of <1 km (e.g., Kirby, Bayne, & Berry, 1994;
Sotka, et al., 2004; Struhsaker, 1968) to fine scales within a water column or adjacent tide
pools (Barbosa et al., 2012; Serrano et al., 2014)). These studies suggest that the
connectivity of marine populations is not always intuitive or linear and cannot be
predicted solely based on a species’ reproductive strategy. Thus, investigations of local
adaptation call for integration of the mating system dynamics, population genetics,
ecology, oceanography, and habitat composition of the species in question. This
intersection is the motivation of my thesis.
In my first chapter (Chapter 2), I seek to establish the genetic structure of
Leptasterias over a wide geographic range of the Oregon Coast. I sample sea stars from
six sites across three capes (Foulweather, Perpetua, and Blanco), and I compare levels of
genetic divergence and within-site genetic diversity (inbreeding) at the level of capes and
sites. To account for local differences in genetic divergence patterns, I investigate three
environmental and ecological variables: oceanographic current patterns, between-site
habitat composition, and population density. I chose the first two variables based on their
relevance for Leptasterias dispersal; previous studies suggest that despite its brooding
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strategy, Leptasterias may disperse by crawling on rocky substrate (Chia, 1966) or rafting
on dislodged algae (reviewed in Grantham et al., 2003). I chose population density as a
line of investigation based on numerous theoretical and empirical studies documenting
that low population density increases the risk of inbreeding depression (e.g. Keever et al.,
2013). In sum, Chapter 2 exemplifies the way that the union of molecular analysis with
long-term ecological and oceanographic monitoring can provide a more comprehensive
understanding of the connectivity of a marine species.
The relationship between connectivity and resilience, however, rests on a crucial
paradox: the balance between genetic structure and diversity (Stearns, 1989). This
paradox is the motivation behind the second study in my thesis, Chapter 3. On the one
hand, lack of connectivity may benefit a species by enabling specialization to the local
environment. Without the homogenizing effects of gene flow, genetic drift is more likely
to cause cumulative differences between populations, and divergent selection is more
likely to maintain beneficial site-specific traits (Foltz, 2003; Palumbi, 1994). On the other
hand, reduced connectivity can be disastrous for genetic diversity, leading to increased
risk of local extirpation. In studies of brooding sea stars in the genus Parvulastra, for
example, Keever et al. (2013) found reduced population sizes, high inbreeding
depression, and lack of standing diversity. They conclude that Parvulastra populations
are unlikely to harbor the additive genetic variation necessary to adapt or expand their
geographic range in response to climate change.
Fascinatingly, Leptasterias seem to defy the expectation that direct development
leads to lower genetic diversity. In a study of Leptasterias at one site, Fogarty Creek,
Barreto & Bauer (2019) found that within-site allelic diversity in Leptasterias is
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remarkably high, with low relatedness, low inbreeding coefficients, and high
heterozygosity despite the species’ direct development. They proposed that an
additional property of Leptasterias’ mating system, multiple paternity, may contribute to
this high diversity. Leptasterias display some of the highest levels of multiple paternity
for any marine invertebrate, with an average of 13 sires per brood (Barreto & Bauer,
2019). Evolutionary theory predicts that multiple paternity decreases the variance in male
reproductive success, leading to increased effective population size (Ne) and enhanced
diversity and potentially guarding against inbreeding depression (Pearse & Anderson,
2009). Notably, the brooding sea stars studied by Keever et al. (2013) lack this multiple
paternity mechanism; instead, hermaphroditic brooders self-fertilize each clutch. The
combination of multiple paternity with direct development in Leptasterias may allow the
species to strike a delicate balance: maintaining sufficiently limited gene flow for strong
population structure, while retaining enough genetic diversity to avoid collapse.
In Chapter 3, I investigate the features of the genetic mating system of
Leptasterias across its Oregon range. Expanding on the work of Barreto & Bauer, I
compare the range and variation of mixed paternity (mean number of sires, evenness,
and skew) in broods from six sites within three capes. Despite the sensitivity of mating
system dynamics to local conditions (population density, resource availability, habitat
heterogeneity, and more), most literature on mixed parentage focuses only on a single
population of a species. The few studies that do compare multiple locations report
mixed results. For example, Mobley and Jones (2007, 2009) document substantial
geographic variation in genetic mating patterns of the dusky pipefish (Syngnathus
floridae), and they show that this variation is correlated with differences in environmental
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and demographic variables. Other studies, however, show that despite dramatically
different ecological characteristics between study sites, the distribution of multiple
paternity within a species can be relatively constant over a wide geographic range (e.g.,
Jones et al., 2001; Johnson & Yund, 2007). Thus, a comprehensive understanding of the
range and variation of Leptasterias paternity requires comparison across all study sites;
one population cannot necessarily be used as proxy for the others. Chapter 3 of my thesis
provides this holistic picture and considers the implications of the Leptasterias mating
system for local diversity and resilience.
By uniting study of the population structure (Chapter 2) and genetic mating
system (Chapter 3) of Oregon Leptasterias populations, I hope to contribute to our ability
to understand and predict the resilience of coastal populations. At the level of a single
species, my thesis provides several of the key parameters—genetic divergence,
connectivity, diversity—that scientists and policymakers can use to assess the
vulnerability of local populations and prioritize areas for research and conservation. On a
broader level, my thesis demonstrates the importance integrating population genetics and
evolutionary theory with field ecology and oceanography. The example of Leptasterias
highlights the value of leveraging the tools of multiple disciplines to approach complex
questions of species resilience.
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Abstract
Questions of gene flow, connectivity, and population structure are critical to
predict the future resilience of local marine communities. When genetically diverse
populations remain relatively isolated from one other along heterogeneous habitats,
populations may become locally adapted to their ecological regimes. The Oregon coast of
the U.S.A. shows fine-scale levels of geographic variation in marine abiotic stressors,
such as temperature, pH, and oxygen. Here, we investigate the genetic structure and
diversity of Leptasterias sp., a six-rayed direct developing sea star and important
intertidal predator along the Oregon coast, whose brooding behavior may potentially
reduce dispersal and increase the potential for local adaptation. We used nine
microsatellite markers to estimate genetic divergence across six sites within three major
capes (Foulweather, Perpetua, and Blanco). We found evidence of strong population
structure at the level of capes, and further divergence between two sites (CB and RP)
within Cape Blanco. Though this genetic structure is broadly consistent with an isolationby-distance pattern, we found that the scale and strength of divergence may be partially
driven by environmental processes. Differing magnitudes and directions of
oceanographic currents, combined with patchy between-site habitat composition, may
reduce gene flow among capes and prevent dispersal between CB and RP, which are only
~23 km apart. Our findings suggest that even for a sessile brooding species, connectivity
and genetic structure can vary on a fine spatial scale and may be subject to environmental
and ecological forces.
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2.1 Introduction
In the face of increasing threats to coastal systems, the possibility of local
adaptation—the fine-tuning of a population, genetically or phenotypically, to its
environment—is critical to predict the resilience of key species (Bernhardt & Leslie,
2013). Numerous studies provide evidence of fine-scale local adaptation in marine taxa
(reviewed in Sanford & Kelly, 2011). Under the pressure of persistent environmental
gradients, populations can evolve differences in host preference, feeding habits, shell
morphology, and salinity tolerance, among many others, to gain a fitness advantage under
local conditions (e.g., Conover, Clarke, Munch, & Wagner, 2006; Sokolava & Boulding,
2004; Sotka, 2005; Sotka & Hay, 2002). Such adaptations can enable certain populations
to persist in the face of local pressures and/or act as refugia for less-adapted populations
(e.g. Serrano et al., 2014). Evolutionary theory predicts an inverse correlation between
the degree of connectivity and the likelihood of local adaptation (Lowe & Allendorf,
2010; Sunday, Crim, Harley, & Hart, 2014). High connectivity between local populations
is thought to homogenize a gene pool, decreasing the chance that locally specialized
adaptations will be maintained (Marko & Hart, 2018). In contrast, low connectivity tends
to cause strong genetic structuring, promoting divergence via genetic drift and possibly
via natural selection (Collin, 2001; Keever et al., 2009).
These theoretical predictions give rise to parallel hypotheses about the
relationship between local adaptation and reproductive strategy. Species with direct
development (brooders) are expected to display greater genetic differentiation and higher
likelihood of local adaptation than broadcast-spawning species with a pelagic larval
phase (Barbosa, Klanten, Puritze, Toonen, & Byrne, 2012; Untersee & Pechenik, 2007).
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Increasing empirical evidence, however, suggests that the relationship between
reproductive strategy, connectivity, and resulting genetic structure is not as simple as
theory might predict. Some studies report an intuitive relationship between dispersal and
population structure (e.g., Sunday, Popovic, Harley, & Hart, 2011; reviewed in Bohonak,
1999). For example, comparisons of congeneric marine gastropods with and without a
pelagic larvae phase report an inverse correlation between pelagic larval duration (PLD)
and population differentiation (e.g., Kyle & Boulding, 2000; reviewed in Marko & Hart,
2018). Other studies, however, find unexpectedly high levels of genetic structure among
species with a long PLD (Keever et al., 2009). Furthermore, across reproductive
strategies, the spatial scale of population structure is highly variable (Conover et al.,
2006). Genetic differentiation among marine invertebrates has been documented at
mesoscales of tens of kilometers (e.g. Sokolova & Boulding, 2004; Untersee & Pechenik,
2007), site-specific scales of <1 km (e.g., Kirby, Bayne, & Berry, 1994; Sotka, Wares,
Barth, Grosberg, & Palumbi, 2004; Struhsaker, 1968), vertical scales within a water
column (Serrano et al., 2014), and fine scales at the level of adjacent tide pools (Barbosa
et al., 2012). These findings suggest that the connectivity of marine populations is
determined by a complex interaction of factors, including reproductive traits, larval
dynamics, historical and contemporary barriers to gene flow, habitat distribution, and
oceanographic processes (Cowen & Sponaugle, 2009; Kamel, Grosberg, & Addison,
2014). Therefore, studies of local adaptation call for integration across scientific
disciplines.
Finally, the relationship between connectivity and resilience rests on a paradox
(Stearns, 1989). On the one hand, lack of connectivity may benefit a species by enabling
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specialization to the local environment. Without the homogenizing effects of gene flow,
genetic drift is more likely to cause cumulative differences between populations, and
divergent selection is more likely to maintain beneficial site-specific traits (Foltz, 2003;
Palumbi, 1994). On the other hand, reduced connectivity can be disastrous for genetic
diversity, leading to increased risk of local extirpation. For example, studies of brooding
sea stars in the genus Parvulastra report reduced population sizes, high inbreeding
depression, and lack of allelic diversity (Keever et al., 2013). The species’ direct
development renders it unlikely to harbor the additive genetic variation necessary to
adapt or expand their geographic range. Thus, predictions of resilience must consider the
trade-offs between specialization and diversity, investigating the genetic and ecological
mechanisms that maintain or decrease genetic variation.
In this study, we unite genetics, ecology, and oceanography to investigate the
population structure of Leptasterias sp., a direct-developing six-rayed sea star and key
intertidal predator ranging from Alaska to mid-California. To avoid conflict in an
ongoing debate about fine-scale taxonomy, we refer to this species only by its genus.
Leptasterias is a prime candidate for studies of genetic structure and local adaptation for
several reasons. First, it occurs in the California Current Large Marine Ecosystem, an
upwelling-dominated system already experiencing rapid environmental change (Hofmann
et al., 2014). This region is marked by a distinct mosaic pattern of ocean acidification.
Historically low pH values at Northern sites may have exposed local Leptasterias
populations to strong selective gradients for decades, possibly promoting local
specialization (Chan et al., 2017; Pespeni, Chan, Menge, & Palumbi, 2013). Second, past
studies have established that Leptasterias may harbor genetic variation on a fine scale, at
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least in Central California. For example, Melroy et al. (2017) recently described four
distinct cryptic clades endemic to San Francisco Bay. Finally, Barreto and Bauer (2019)
found that despite the species’ direct development and low dispersal, Leptasterias
maintain high allelic diversity and low inbreeding. However, this study considered only a
single site. Based on this previous evidence, we hypothesize that Leptasterias may meet
two crucial criteria for local adaptation: a spatial scale of gene flow smaller than the scale
over which a strong selective gradient varies (Sanford & Kelly, 2011), and high genetic
variation upon which selection can act. However, further study over a larger geographic
range, using markers designed to test for allelic diversity, is necessary.
Here, we expand on the spatial scale of previous studies and explicitly test for
genetic structure and diversity in Leptasterias populations. We use nine microsatellite
markers to quantify levels of genetic differentiation among and genetic diversity within
populations of Leptasterias from six sites across three main capes (Foulweather,
Perpetua, and Blanco) along the Oregon coast. To complement our genetic analysis, we
highlight three key environmental and ecological patterns (population density, betweensite habitat composition, and oceanographic current patterns) to shed light on our
observed structural trends. These variables were chosen based on the behavior and
ecology of Leptasterias. Previous studies suggest that despite its brooding strategy, a
species like Leptasterias may disperse by crawling on rocky substrate (Chia, 1966a) or
rafting on dislodged algae (reviewed in Grantham et al., 2003), and numerous theoretical
and empirical studies document a strong inverse relationship between population density
and levels of inbreeding (e.g. Keever et al., 2013). Although neutral microsatellite
markers cannot establish the distribution of functional traits, our investigation of genetic
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diversity and fine-scale population structure sets the stage for future investigations of
local adaptation and in Leptasterias and other brooding marine invertebrates.

2.2 Materials and Methods
Sample collection and processing
Sea stars were collected from three major capes (Blanco, Foulweather, and
Perpetua) representing a wide geographic range of the Oregon coast (See Table 2.1 & Fig
2.3). Within each Cape, two study sites were chosen based on accessibility, demonstrated
abundance of Leptasterias (Sullivan-Stack & Menge 2020), and availability of long-term
ecological and environmental monitoring data. Specimens were collected during twelve
low tides from April-May 2019. A minimum of sixty adult Leptasterias per site (n= 384
total) were haphazardly sampled, and each specimen’s location relative to established
transects and other individuals were measured. A ~5-mm arm clip was excised from each
adult and stored in 95% ethanol.
Microsatellite genotyping
Genomic DNA was isolated from tube feet tissue using an E.Z.N.A. kit protocol
(Omega Bio-tek, Norcross, GA), checked for quality on a 1.5% agarose gel, and
quantified using a Qubit Fluorometer (Thermofisher, Waltham, MA). DNA was diluted
1:10 with molecular grade water for PCR and stored in a -20 C freezer. Ten microsatellite
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loci developed by Barreto & Bauer (2019) were selected based on high allelic variation
and previously demonstrated Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and linkage disequilibrium
(Table 2.2, Supplementary Table A1). An M13 tail (5′-CAC GAC GTT GTA AAA CGA
C-3′) was added to the 5′ end of each locus-specific forward primer. All primer pairs and
M13 were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies. Additionally, the M13 primer
was labeled with one of four different fluorescent dyes (Applied Biosystems) to allow
pooling of PCR products for electrophoresis. PCR was performed in 12.5-μl reactions
using MgCl2 concentrations specific to each locus (Table 2.2), 1 μl of diluted genomic
DNA, 1X PCR buffer, 0.25 mM dNTP, 0.1 units AmpliTaq DNA Polymerase (Applied
Biosystems), 0.05 μM of the M13-tailed locus-specific forward primer, 0.5 μM of locusspecific reverse primer, and 0.5 μM of labeled M13 primer. Each PCR cycle consisted of
initial denaturation at 95 ºC for 2 min, 35 cycles of 95 ºC for 15 s, locus-specific
annealing temperatures (Table 2.2) for 30 s, and 72 ºC for 30 s, with a final extension
step at 72 ºC for 15 min. PCR products were checked on a 2% agarose gel.
Before electrophoresis, PCR products were pooled in the following ratios:
4:2:4:8:1 for loci Lepta27, 28, 40, 42, and 47 respectively, followed by dilution with 61
μl of deionized water, and 3:3:1.5:3:1 for loci Lepta10, 11, 14, 48, and 49, followed by
dilution with 48.5 μl water. Dilution factors were determined by Barreto & Bauer (2019)
to result in peaks with 300–10,000 relative fluorescent units. Samples were genotyped via
capillary electrophoresis in an ABI 3730 DNA Analyzer. Electropherograms were
visualized and allele peaks scored using Geneious Prime v.2019.2.3. Only adults that
successfully genotyped at 5 or more loci were retained for analysis (n=364).
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Analysis of microsatellite data
GenePop (Rousset, 2008) was used to estimate heterozygosity and test for HardyWeinberg and linkage equilibrium. A False Discovery Rate (FDR) adjustment was
applied to resulting P-values to account for multiple testing. To examine whether
deviations from HWE are due to population genetic (e.g. inbreeding) or due to null alleles
or technical errors (Marshall, Slate, Kruuk, & Pemberton, 1998), the program FreeNA
(Chapuis & Estoup, 2007) was used to estimate null allele frequencies, and
MicroChecker (Van Oosterhout, Hutchinson, Wills, & Shipley, 2004) was used to test for
the occurrence of large allele dropout and scoring errors.
Pairwise tests of genetic differentiation were conducted using GenoDive
(Meirmans & Tienderen, 2004). In addition to traditional FST (Weir & Cockerham, 1984),
we also calculated G”ST, which corrects for the high allelic diversity of microsatellite
markers following Meirmans & Hedrick (2011). To test the significance of an isolationby-distance pattern, a Mantel test was performed using GenoDive. Between-site
geographic distance was log-transformed and compared to transformed genetic distance
(G”ST /1- G”ST) to produce a regression line and site-pair residuals (Rousset, 1997).
Finally, the inbreeding coefficient GIS (corrected FIS for microsatellites) was calculated
for each site using GenoDive.
Population structure was assessed using STRUCTURE v.2.3.4 (Pritchard et al.,
2000), a model-based clustering algorithm that estimates population structure and assigns
individuals to ancestral population groups to minimize within-group Hardy–Weinberg
and linkage violations. Correlated allele frequencies and population admixture were
assumed, and LOCPRIOR was used to account for sampling location (Putnam &
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Carbone, 2014). Values of K from 1-7 were simulated with 106 Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) repetitions and 103 burn-in iterations. Q-matrix outputs from
STRUCTURE were visualized using the “strataG” package (https://CRAN.Rproject.org/package=strataG) in R.

Ecological and environmental data
To complement our genetic analysis, data from several long-term ecological and
environmental monitoring projects were processed and applied to the six study sites.
First, horizonal transect surveys of Leptasterias abundance, conducted by Gravem et al.
(2019, in revision) from 2013-17, were used to compare mean population density
between sites. Thirty-meter transect line(s) were run parallel to the shore in the low
(below mussel beds) and mid-high (in mussel beds) zones, the observed vertical habitat
range of Leptasterias. Ten 0.25m2 quadrats were haphazardly sampled along each
transect, and species abundances were visually estimated. Low zone and mid zone
abundances were averaged for overall site means. Mean density (individuals/0.25m2 ) and
standard error were calculated and plotted for each site.
Geospatial data were obtained from the OSU Active Tectonics Laboratory,
Version 4.0 U.S. West Coast Habitat Map (Goldfinger, 2018). Two layers of data on
substrate type (V4 Lith1 and V4 Lith 2) were compiled in ArcGIS to visualize habitat
composition within and between study sites and assess possible barriers to Leptasterias
dispersal. Leptasterias generally dwell only on intertidal rock, not sand or mud (Chia,
1966a). Thus, these maps allowed us to visualize the extent to which distances between
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sites and between capes are composed of habitable area for Leptasterias, or whether
between-site substrate may impose a barrier to the continuity of populations along the
shore.
Finally, measurements of surface current velocity (m/s) were obtained from the
Mapping Oregon Coastal Oceans Current project (Kosro, 2004-20; see also
https://hfradar.ioos.us/). This long-term project uses a network of shore‐based, high‐
frequency radars (HFR) to measure current direction and strength (e.g., Paduan &
Washburn, 2013) and produce daily vector maps. A subset of these data (2018-19) were
selected and filtered to include only those measurements closest to the study sites in
latitude and closest to shore in longitude (Supplementary Fig A1). These data were used
to construct time series comparing North/South (N/S, +/-v) and East/West (E/W, +/- u)
vector components among the three capes, and between RP and CB sites near Cape
Blanco, that are sufficiently distant in latitude to be captured by two different nearshore
radar sampling points. Because oceanographic patterns fluctuate in predictable semisinusoidal patterns based on seasonality (Strub, Allen, Huyer, Smith, & Beardsley, 1987),
we split our analysis into summer (days 105-295 of 2018) and winter (days 296-365 of
2018 & 1-104 of 2019) following Barth et al. (2007). Cumulative seasonal water
displacements (km) were obtained by summing the daily displacements in each of the
summer and winter seasons.
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2.3 Results
Genotypic diversity
Tests of linkage disequilibrium revealed no significant linkage among any pairs of
loci after FDR correction (all p>0.20). Tests of HWE for each locus in each population
revealed only two locus-population pairs (out of 60) with potential HWE deviations:
Lepta10 within Cape Blanco (P<0.0001), and Lepta48 within Rocky Point (P<0.0001)
(Supplementary Table A1). Analysis by FreeNA and MicroChecker found relatively low
frequencies of null alleles (<0.09) for Lepta10 across all populations (Supplementary
Table A1). This suggests that deviation from HWE at this locus is likely caused by a
biological mechanism (e.g. inbreeding) rather than null alleles. Therefore, Lepta10 was
retained for analysis. In contrast, the frequency of null alleles at Lepta48 was consistently
higher across populations (range: 0.012 - 0.21; mean: 0.098). We therefore excluded
Lepta48 from further analyses. No other technical errors (large allele dropout or scoring
errors) were detected by MicroChecker at any locus. Levels of inbreeding (GIS) were low
in Capes Foulweather and Perpetua (range: 0.000 - 0.045) but increased threefold at Cape
Blanco sites (0.124 and 0.126) (Supplementary Table A2).

Population genetic structure
STRUCTURE analysis revealed strong genetic structuring among Leptasterias
populations at the cape level (Foulweather vs. Perpetua vs. Blanco), with further
clustering at the level of some individual sites (RP and CB) (Figure 2.1). Assuming K=2
ancestral populations, specimens from Cape Blanco cluster separately from those from
Capes Foulweather and Perpetua. At K=3, individuals cluster into three distinct
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populations corresponding to each of the three main capes. At K=4, the two sites within
Cape Blanco, RP and CB, separate into additional distinct populations. This pattern is
maintained as K is increased to 5, 6, and 7.
Quantitative analysis of genetic divergence (FST, G”ST) supports the same pattern
as STRUCTURE analysis. Pairs of sites within Cape Foulweather (FC and BB) and Cape
Perpetua (SH and YB) display low and non-significant G”ST values (0 and 0.005,
respectively), consistent with the persistent clustering of these sites at increasing values
of K>4. Sites within Cape Blanco (RP and CB), however, are highly differentiated, with
a G”ST higher than any within or between Capes Foulweather and Perpetua. Sites between
capes were highly differentiated (G”ST range: 0.111 - 0.544). All but two FST/G”ST
estimates are highly significant (p<0.001).
A Mantel test comparing geographic distance (log km) to genetic divergence
(G”ST /1- G”ST) supports a statistically significant pattern of isolation-by-distance
(Mantel’s r=0.695, p=0.005). However, local patterns of residuals are varied (Table 2.4).
The comparison between BB-SH has a high-magnitude negative residual (-0.392),
suggesting less genetic divergence between Cape Foulweather and Cape Perpetua than
their geographic distance (57.7 km) would predict. Conversely, RP-CB shows a highmagnitude positive residual (0.561), suggesting more genetic divergence than predicted
based on their within-cape geographic separation (20.2 km).
Population density
Abundance data gathered from horizontal transects reveal that Leptasterias
density (individuals/0.25m2) is lower at Cape Blanco (both RP and CB) than at Capes
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Foulweather and Perpetua (Fig 2.2 and Supplementary Table A2). Mean density is
roughly equal among the four sites within Cape Perpetua and Foulweather.

Between-site habitat composition
Mapping of substrate layers from the subtidal zone to the high-water line
revealed differing patterns of habitat composition among and within study sites (Fig 2.3).
Cape Foulweather is characterized by high coverage of rock over the 1 km distance
between FC and BB, suggesting a contiguous zone of Leptasterias habitat. Between Cape
Foulweather and Cape Perpetua, substrate is largely sand or muddy gravel, broken by
some stretches of intertidal rock. This pattern of patchy rock within primarily sand
continues between YB and SH. The topography is more heterogeneous between Cape
Perpetua and Cape Blanco, with a substantial rock patch around Coos Bay, and stretches
of sand and mud. Finally, the stretch between CB and RP is composed of entirely sand
from CB to Port Orford Head, then patchy rock between Port Orford and RP.

Oceanographic current patterns
Analysis of shore‐based high‐frequency radar data revealed differing patterns of
E/W and N/S cumulative seasonal displacement by surface currents among the three
study capes during both summer and winter seasons (Fig 2.4). In summer (15 April - 22
October 2018), Cape Blanco shows a higher magnitude of southward displacement than
the other two capes (Fig 2.4a). All sites have roughly similar direction and magnitude of
E/W displacement, primarily westward (offshore) (Fig 2.4c). Within Cape Blanco, RP
shows more southward flow than CB (Fig 2.4b) and RP shows far less east-west
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displacement than CB. RP shows much less offshore displacement from May to Oct than
at CB, where offshore (westward) flow is higher in magnitude and consistent in time (Fig
2.4d). RP may conversely show major retention (onshore) events during July-August (Fig
2.4d).
In winter (23 October 2018 – 14 April 2019), both Cape Foulweather and Cape
Perpetua experience higher magnitude of northward flow than Cape Blanco (Fig 2.4e),
with the latter having nearly zero north-south displacement from Jan to Apr. E/W
displacement is markedly different between the three capes. Cape Blanco is decidedly
offshore (westward), Cape Foulweather moderately offshore, and Cape Perpetua is
almost entirely onshore (retentive) (Fig 2.4g) but has a nearly zero east-west
displacement from Jan to Apr. Within Cape Blanco, E/W and N/S patterns are similar in
direction between CB and RP, but CB has higher magnitude of both northward (Fig 2.4f)
and westward (offshore) (Fig 2.4h) flow.
2.4 Discussion
In this study, we showed that Leptasterias exhibits strong population structure at
the level of capes (Foulweather vs. Perpetua vs. Blanco), and between two sites (CB and
RP) within Cape Blanco. Though genetic structure is broadly consistent with a basic
isolation-by-distance pattern, our data suggest that the scale and strength of genetic
divergence among sites may be partially driven by environmental patterns such as
oceanographic currents and between-site habitat composition. Hence, Oregon’s
Leptasterias populations may possess two criteria for local adaptation—fine-scale
population structure, combined with high within-site diversity—and therefore merit
further study of potential genetic responses to environmental stress.
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Genetic structure
Both STRUCTURE and genetic divergence analyses revealed that Leptasterias
populations exhibit strong genetic structure at two spatial scales. Assuming three
ancestral populations, individuals sort into genetic clusters consistent with the geographic
divisions between Capes Foulweather, Perpetua, and Blanco, which constitute the largest
geographic distances among our sites. When four ancestral populations are assumed,
individuals from CB clearly form a separate cluster from those at RP, despite the sites’
adjacent position within Cape Blanco. This pattern of four distinct clusters (Cape
Foulweather, Cape Perpetua, CB, and RP) remained strong even as we tested for the
presence of more ancestral populations (Fig 2.1). Values beyond K=4 do not increase the
clarity of structural patterns nor reveal genetic separation of site-pairs within Cape
Perpetua or Cape Foulweather. This suggests high gene flow within Capes Foulweather
and Perpetua, but very low gene flow between the three capes and between sites with
Cape Blanco. Quantitative measures of differentiation support these patterns (Table 2.3).
Not only are RP and CB more genetically distinct from one another other than any other
site-pair, but these sites are also more divergent than the two northern capes compared to
one another (e.g. BB to YB).
The simplest explanation for site-level genetic structure at only one of three capes
may be isolation-by-distance. Theory predicts that individuals from neighboring locations
should share more alleles than individuals from distant regions; genetic divergence
should increase as a function of geographic divergence (Wright, 1943; reviewed in
Sanford & Kelly, 2011). Our K=3 result supports this trend. As expected, the first
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population break occurs between the most geographically distinct regions—the three
capes—with the next separation occurring between CB and RP, the most geographically
distinct sites within any cape sampled. These sites are separated by 20.2 km, in contrast
to 7 km between SH and YB and 1 km between BB and RP.
We argue that isolation-by-distance may not be sufficient to explain both the
magnitude of divergence between CB and RP and the lack of divergence among any
other site-pairs. Residuals from the Mantel test suggest room for additional interpretation.
The comparison between BB-SH has a high magnitude negative residual, suggesting less
genetic divergence than geographic distance would predict. Conversely, RP-CB has a
high magnitude positive residual, suggesting greater genetic divergence than predicted by
geographic separation. This finding is consistent with other studies of genetic structure in
marine environments (reviewed in Bohonak, 1999). Though connectivity theory predicts
a correlation between genetic divergence and geographic distance, this relationship is
often non-linear. At the local level, structural patterns are complicated by factors such as
between-habitat topography, historical and contemporary barriers to gene flow,
oceanographic processes, and the dispersal capacity of the species in question (Cowen &
Sponaugle, 2009; Kamel et al., 2013). Thus, analysis of environmental context and life
history can shed light on the mechanisms of genetic structure.

Environmental patterns: Enhancing the story
To account for deviations beyond a basic isolation-by-distance pattern, we
investigated environmental and oceanographic forces that may influence gene flow. We
used a multi-layer spatial dataset to visualize the between-site substrate composition and
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identify rocky areas habitable to Leptasterias. We found that substrate composition may
account for the low levels of genetic divergence between the two Cape Foulweather sites,
FC and BB. The 1 km distance between the two sites is covered entirely by habitable
rock. Though FC and BB represented two distinct sampling locations in this study, they
may functionally represent one continuous population with high gene flow.
Substrate composition between capes is more heterogeneous, which may account
for strong genetic structure at the level of K=3. The 100-km stretch between Heceta Head
(just south of Cape Perpetua) and Cape Arago (the headland north of Cape Blanco) is
entirely sand, creating the conditions for reduced gene flow, via migrants or intermediate
populations, between these two capes. Substrate composition may also account for the
strong divergence between CB and RP. Between these sites, the shoreline is composed
entirely of sand, which may inhibit Leptasterias at this site from spreading southward to
mix with the population from RP. The next habitable patch of rock occurs at Port Orford
Head, suggesting that a distinct intermediate population may separate the populations of
CB and RP. Port Orford Head was not chosen for sampling in this study due to time
constraints, but it should be incorporated into future investigations.
In addition to onshore dispersal, another potential mechanism for gene flow in
Leptasterias is “rafting”: dispersal on mobile substrata. Repeated anecdotal evidence
suggests that Leptasterias are seen clinging to algae (both attached and washed-up kelp
sporophytes, rockweed, sargassum, etc.) in the intertidal zone. Studies document high
rates of dispersal of these algal masses, which frequently become dislodged from rock
during harsh wave conditions, circulate offshore, and wash up many kilometers away
(Highsmith, 1985; Reimer, Hacker, Menge, & Ruggiero, 2018). Adult Leptasterias
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clinging to these mats may travel between sites, covering much larger distances than
crawling would allow. Rafting is common among marine species, especially sessile
species from intertidal habitats (reviewed in Grantham et al., 2003). This mechanism may
dramatically increase the dispersal potential of direct-developing organisms, who are
otherwise confined by lack of pelagic larval transport (Martel & Chia, 1991).
If adult Leptasterias indeed raft on algal mats along the Oregon coast, what
oceanographic patterns might influence the direction and magnitude of transport? We
sought to answer this question by constructing timeseries of current velocities from a
shore-based high-frequency radar system, quantifying cumulative displacement around
each study site. Overall, we found that patterns of displacement between capes are highly
variable. Leptasterias rafting from different capes are subject to very different
magnitudes and directions of oceanographic transport, which may limit dispersal between
capes. Evidence for the influence of oceanographic patterns on the K=2 population break
comes from the difference in wintertime N-S currents between the capes. There is nearly
zero N-S displacement at Cape Blanco from January to April, while currents at Cape
Perpetua and Cape Foulweather displace parcels steadily northward over 100s of
kilometers (Fig 2.4e). In no season did we observe consistent northward flow from Cape
Blanco, reducing the opportunity of mixing with Foulweather and Perpetua. Evidence for
the K=3 population break comes from wintertime E-W currents, when Cape Perpetua
shows overall retentive (onshore) displacement and nearly zero displacement from
January to April, while to the north (Cape Foulweather) and south (Cape Blanco) currents
steadily displace material offshore (Fig 2.4g).
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In addition to comparing currents between capes, we also compared CB and RP,
the only site-pair separated by sufficient latitude to be captured by two separate radar
measurement points. Evidence for the K=4 population break near Cape Blanco comes
from summertime E-W currents, which show weak offshore displacement at RP from
June to October, including a major retention event in July-August, compared with steady
offshore displacement at CB (Fig 2.4d). Furthermore, in winter, CB has more westward
and northward flow compared with RP. These patterns are consistent with previously
documented oceanographic features (Barth, Pierce, & Smith, 2000). Just south of Cape
Blanco, the interaction between surface equatorward upwelling and a deep poleward
undercurrent causes a strong separating jet to veer offshore, creating markedly different
current regimes north and south of the headland. These local oceanographic patterns may
help explain the highly restricted gene flow, via lack of transport, between CB and RP. In
summer, a sea star drifting from CB is more likely to drift offshore than southward, and a
sea star from RP is more likely to drift south than north. In winter, sea stars from RP are
unlikely to experience sufficient offshore and northward displacement to circumvent Port
Orford Head and float to CB, and sea stars from CB are more likely to float north than
south. In no season does there appear to be a consistent current regime that would
facilitate the transport of individuals between RP and CB. Oceanographic patterns
broadly support our K=4 break.
For a species with direct development, oceanographic transport is likely far less
influential for genetic structure than simpler explanations such as isolation-by-distance,
onshore adult dispersal (likely over generations), or historical vicariance. However,
evolutionary theory suggests that population structure is highly sensitive to even low
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rates of between-site exchange. The “one-migrant-per-generation” rule posits that even a
single migrant per generation is sufficient to minimize loss of heterozygosity and
homogenize populations (Wright, 1931). Though this principle is complicated by the
ecological and genetic traits of the species in question (reviewed in Slatkin, 1985) and
may not always be appropriate for conservation standards (e.g. Mills & Allendorf, 1996),
the principle nonetheless supports the relevance of oceanographic patterns to this study.
Isolated rafting events, though infrequent and unlikely, have the potential to exert a
strong influence on the genetic structure of Leptasterias.

Outlook for conservation
In the face of climate-related threats to coastal environments—disease, rising
temperature, acidification, habitat destruction, and more—can we expect that Oregon
Leptasterias populations will migrate, adapt, or collapse? The likelihood of resilience
reflects a balance of two sometimes contradictory factors: sufficient population structure
to enable local specialization, but enough standing genetic variation to avoid inbreeding
and enable adaptation (Kohn et al., 2006).
Regarding the first criterion, our study offers a clear conclusion. Oregon
Leptasterias populations do exhibit strong genetic structure and high divergence at the
cape scale, with further fine-scale structure between CB and RP. Importantly, this genetic
divergence may occur on a smaller spatial scale than important selective gradients. Chan
et al. (2017) showed that historical patterns of ocean acidification are highly variable over
a small geographic range. Sites in northern Oregon (FC and BB) have historically been
“hotspots” of low pH, suggesting that sea stars from these populations may already have
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been exposed to the climate extremes expected to affect the larger coastline. Given that
Cape Foulweather is a genetically distinct and potentially isolated population, it’s
reasonable to assume that sea stars within this cape may already be better equipped to
deal with low pH and persist while other populations collapse. Thus, our study sets the
stage for future investigations of “pheno-geography”: the distribution of functional traits
among geographic regions. Leptasterias populations may differ at neutral microsatellite
markers, but do they also differ at genes that influence response to pH or temperature
sensitivity? What is the likelihood that beneficial adaptations, arising in one local
population, could spread to other capes or sites? Future investigation of these questions,
in the form of targeted sequencing and tracking of between-site migration rates, will
enhance our ability to predict resilience.
In regard to the second criteria—the maintenance of genetic diversity—our study
suggests a tentatively hopeful outlook for most populations of Leptasterias. Despite the
species’ brooding reproductive strategy and strong between-cape divergence, we found
little evidence of inbreeding. Inbreeding coefficients (G”is) were low at both Cape
Foulweather and Cape Perpetua, suggesting little loss of heterozygosity and low risk of
inbreeding depression. The maintenance of diversity may be enabled by mixed parentage.
Leptasterias display some of the highest reported levels of multiple paternity in a marine
invertebrate (Barreto & Bauer, 2019), and theory suggests that mixed paternity is a
mechanism by which a brooding species can increase effective population size (Ne) to
avoid inbreeding depression (Pearse & Anderson, 2009; Yasui, 2001). However, this
balance between structure and diversity may not hold stable across all sites. CB and RP,
the only two sites within a cape to cluster as separate genetic populations, are also the
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only sites with inbreeding coefficients >0.1. This is likely due to the lower mean density
of Leptasterias at these sites combined with strong isolation. Multiple theoretical and
empirical studies show suggest that population size is negatively correlated with
inbreeding (e.g. Charlesworth, 2009). Thus, the smaller populations at CB and RP,
combined with potentially isolating mechanisms like patchy between-site habitat and
dispersive oceanographic currents, may make these two populations uniquely vulnerable
to future environmental pressures (Hedrick & Kalinowski, 2000). Future environmental
pressure could exacerbate the effects of diversity loss at CB and RP, causing the costs of
inbreeding to outweigh the potential benefits of local specialization. Therefore, these sites
merit special attention from scientists and policymakers seeking to predict local patterns
of resilience and prioritize areas for research and conservation.
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2.7 Tables and Figures

Table 2.1 Sampling locations of Leptasterias specimens by cape
Site
Cape Foulweather
Fogarty Creek (FC)
Boiler Bay (BB)
Cape Perpetua
Yachats Beach (YB)
Strawberry Hill (SH)
Cape Blanco
Cape Blanco (CB)
Rocky Point (RP)

Lat/Long

Sample Size†

44° 50' 20.5224'' N 124° 3' 14.3856'' W
44° 50' 0.5136'' N 124° 3' 35.4744'' W

63
63

44° 14' 59.4384'' N 124° 6' 50.0472'' W
44° 18' 56.0844'' N 124° 6' 33.0084'' W

54
67

42° 50' 23.028'' N 124° 33' 55.6092'' W
42° 40' 39.3456'' N 124° 27' 6.1452'' W

57
56

Sites are abbreviated with initials; capes are written as full names throughout. Note: CB
is an individual site within the cape (Blanco) of the same name. †Number of individuals
successfully genotyped.
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Table 2.2 Features and amplification parameters of 10 microsatellite loci used for
analysis of Leptasterias from six Oregon sites
Locus

Repeat
motif

Primer sequence (5'-3')

Lepta10 (AAC)12 F: GCGTTTCGTTTGTTGGCTTG
R: AAACAGAAACATGCGGTCGG
Lepta11 (AAT)12 F: ATTGAGCGCTTTGATACGCC
R: TGCCAGTGGTATCAGGTAGC
Lepta14 (AAT)12 F: TGGCTTTGTGAAACTCCTGC
R: CCCAATCTTTCTGGCAGTGG
Lepta27 (AATC)11 F: GCCATAGAGTTGTGCACCAG
R: CTTCCCAGGTACGACAGAGG
Lepta28 (AGAT)10 F: CCAACCATCCACTACATGCC
R: GCGAACCCTTCAAGACGATC
Lepta40 (AATC)27 F: GTGAGCTGGCGTCACATTAC
R: CAGGGAGGTAGCTGGGAATG
Lepta42 (ACTC)13 F: GCAGGATAGAGTTGTGTGGC
R: GCTATCCGATCAGCACCAAC
Lepta47 (AATG)15 F: TCAAGATTGTGCCTCCCTCC
R: GCATGATGACGCAGAGAACC
Lepta48 (AGAT)19 F: ACTGTTTACATCGCGCACAG
R: GTGTGCCGACCTGAAACAAG
Lepta49 (AATC)10 F: GGATCACACAACGAACGGTC
R: GCAGAGTTTGGGTTCGAGTC

58

2.0

364

19

Allele
size
range
(bp)
120-180

54

1.5

357

13

169-205

VIC

54

1.5

346

9

316-352

VIC

58

1.5

359

10

332-380

PET

58

1.5

346

14

382-442

VIC

58

1.5

262

67

293-641

NED

58

1.5

346

17

121-223

PET

58

1.5

348

24

160-256

VIC

58

2.5

344

11

187-231

NED

58

2.5

355

12

122-270

FAM

Ta MgCl2
No. of
N†
(ºC) (mM)
alleles

M13
Dye
PET

Ta: annealing temperature; † Number of adult individuals genotyped successfully (out of
n=374).
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Table 2.3 Pairwise FST and G”ST values for Leptasterias populations

FC
BB
YB
SH
CB
RP

FC
-0ns
0.131
0.161
0.443
0.475

BB
0ns
-0.111
0.142
0.442
0.451

YB
0.037
0.032
-0.005ns
0.45
0.544

SH
0.047
0.042
0.005ns
-0.462
0.522

CB
0.122
0.109
0.115
0.122
-0.47

RP
0.146
0.139
0.163
0.173
0.131
--

FST values displayed above the diagonal, and G”ST values shown below the diagonal. All
values highly significant (P<0.001) except those marked 'ns'.
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Table 2.4 Regression residuals from a Mantel test between geographic and genetic
distance matrices.

FC
BB
YB
SH
CB
RP

FC
0
0.182
-0.386
-0.369
-0.016
0.078

BB

YB

SH

CB

0
-0.409
-0.393
-0.050
-0.003

0
-0.129
0.067
0.320

0
0.116
0.430

0
0.560

Comparison of log-transformed distance and genetic divergence (G”ST/1-G”ST) between
site-pairs. Mantel’s r= 0.695, Y = -0.300 + 0.205X, error SS= 1.287, total SS= 2.489, Rsquared= 0.483, p=0.005 (1000 permutations).
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Figure 2.1 Leptasterias population structure across six sites, arranged left-to-right from
North to South. Bars show the average probability of membership of each individual in a
population cluster from STRUCTURE runs assuming K=2-6 ancestral populations. Site
abbreviations are defined in Table 1.
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Abundance per 0.25m2
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Figure 2.2 Mean density/ 0.25 m2 of Leptasterias by site. Bars reflect standard error.
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Figure 2.3. Map of study locations, showing habitat composition within and between
sites. Map data obtained from OSU Active Tectonics Laboratory, Version 4.0 U.S. West
Coast Habitat Map, layers V4 Lith1 and Lith2
(http://activetectonics.coas.oregonstate.edu/data.htm#2).
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Figure 2.4 Cumulative displacement, calculated from shore‐based high‐frequency radar
velocity measurements for summer (days 105-295 of 2018, panels a-d) and winter (days
296-365 of 2018 & 1-104 of 2019, panels e-h). Positive values indicate northward and
eastward (retentive) flow; negative values indicate southward and westward (offshore)
flow.
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Chapter 3 – Genetic mating system of Leptasterias sp.: Do patterns of multiple
paternity vary geographically?

Emily L. Boring, Felipe S. Barreto, and Bruce A. Menge
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Abstract
Despite the prevalence of literature comparing levels of multiple paternity across
taxa, few studies investigate possible geographic variation in multiple paternity and its
relationship to ecological or environmental conditions. In this study, we expand analysis
of the genetic mating system of Leptasterias sp., a six-armed brooding sea star with
waterborne sperm and previously demonstrated polyandry, to compare the level and
variance of multiple paternity at six sites and three capes along a 260-km range of the
Oregon coast. Using genotype data from five microsatellite markers, we estimate the
likely number of sires, sire evenness, and paternity skew per brood, and we test for
significant differences between capes. We compare levels of multiple paternity to
previously reported cape-level differences in inbreeding coefficients (GIS) and population
density. Contrary to expectation, we find no significant differences in any measures of
multiple paternity across sites or capes. Number of sires was high across populations
(frequency 100%, mean 11.6 sires per brood, range 2-20), consistent with predictions of
obligate/convenience polyandry experienced by sperm-casting species in dynamic marine
environments. Despite significant differences in overall population density and the
distribution of density in the mid and low intertidal zones between capes, we report no
differences in sire evenness or skew. We suggest that fine-scale gradients in environment
or ecology may exert more influence on sperm dispersal and fertilization than site- or
cape-level differences. Future studies should explicitly measure such within-site variation
to compare with levels of multiple paternity. Our study contributes to efforts to quantify
the consistency or variation of mating system dynamics across intraspecific populations
to better understand the mechanisms that influence and maintain multiple paternity.
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3.1 Introduction
Multiple paternity—the mating of a female with more than one male in a single
reproductive cycle—has long been a topic of interest in the study of life history
evolution. A large body of literature addresses the evolutionary benefits of this strategy
for individuals and populations. Multiple paternity may allow females to decrease the risk
of receiving low-quality sperm, increase the genetic diversity of offspring, and “bethedge” to ensure that some offspring are viable in unpredictable environments (reviewed
in Jennions & Petrie, 2000; Schmoll, Schurr, Winkel, Epplen, & Lubjugn, 2007; Yasui,
2001). On a population level, multiple paternity can decrease the variance in male
reproductive success, leading to increased effective population size and potentially
enhancing diversity to guard against inbreeding (Pearse & Anderson, 2009). Evidence for
multiple paternity is extensively documented across taxa in marine and terrestrial
environments (reviewed in Birkhead, Hosken, & Pitnick, 2008), ranging from
behaviorally complex species (e.g., Kelly, Godin, & Wright, 1999; Gao et al. 2019;
Gosselin, Sainte-Marie, & Bernatchez, 2005) to sessile species with broadcast mating
(e.g. Dow & Ashley 1996; Wacker, Larsen, Jakobsen, & Karlsson, 2018).
Despite the prevalence of studies comparing rates of multiple paternity across
taxa, few examine potential variation in multiple paternity across populations of a single
species. Most characterizations of mating systems are based on samples from a single
population, assuming that mating system dynamics are reasonably fixed over space and
time (Mobley & Jones, 2007). The few studies that do address inter-population variation
in mating systems report mixed results. For example, Mobley and Jones (2009) document
substantial geographic variation in multiple mating of the dusky pipefish, which
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correlates with differences in environmental and demographic variables. Other studies, in
contrast, report that despite dramatically different ecological characteristics between
sites, the distribution of multiple paternity within a species can be relatively constant over
a wide geographic range (e.g., Jones, Walker, Lindström, Kvarnemo & Avise, 2001;
Johnson & Yund, 2007). The inconsistency in patterns across these few studies suggests
that geographic variation in multiple paternity may be affected not only by ecology and
environment, but by the interaction of these factors with the idiosyncrasies of a taxon’s
reproductive mode and life history. Therefore, a full characterization of the mating
system of a species, and the consequences of this strategy for individual fitness and
community-level diversity, requires sampling and comparison across the species’
geographic range.
The need for between-population comparison of multiple paternity is the
motivation of the second chapter of my thesis. In Chapter 2, I established the genetic
structure of Leptasterias, a brooding and sperm-casting sea star (Chia, 1966), along the
Oregon coast. I showed that geographic distance, combined with the isolating effects of
local current patterns and between-site habitat composition, hinders gene flow between
populations and causes genetic divergence at the level of capes (Foulweather vs. Perpetua
vs. Blanco) and sites (RP and CB). Despite this strong structure, however, I found high
levels of within-site genetic diversity: low inbreeding coefficients and high
heterozygosity, contrary to what might be predicted for a brooding species. Studies of sea
stars in the genus Parvulastra, for example, report reduced population sizes, high
inbreeding depression, and lack of allelic diversity as a consequence of limited gene flow
and lack of pelagic dispersal (Keever et al., 2013). In Chapter 2, I suggested that multiple
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paternity in Leptasterias may help the species avoid this loss of genetic diversity. Unlike
the self-fertilizing Parvulastra, Leptasterias display some of the highest levels of mixed
paternity for any marine invertebrate, with an average of 13 sires per brood (quantified in
a single population; Barreto & Bauer, 2019), which may allow Leptasterias to strike a
balance between structure and diversity in the face of limited gene flow.
In this chapter, I return to this hypothesis to pursue three new lines of
investigation regarding the genetic mating system of Leptasterias. First, I expand the
single-site analysis of Barreto & Bauer (2019) to analyze broods across three capes and
six sites along a 260-km range of the Oregon coast. For each brood, I assign maternity
based on five microsatellite markers, and I calculate the likely number of sires, sire
evenness, and paternity skew to quantitatively compare the range and variance of
multiple paternity across geographic locations. Based on previous experiments showing
between-population variation in the degree of multiple paternity in marine invertebrates
(Johnson & Yund, 2007; Panova et al. 2010), and evidence that genetic mating systems
can be highly sensitive to local environmental and ecological differences such as
population density, competition, predation, resource availability, and topography (e.g.
Neff et al. 2008; Kelly, Godin, & Wright, 1999; Gao et al. 2019), I hypothesize that both
the level and evenness of multiple paternity will differ between the three capes of
Leptasterias’s range. Because Barreto & Bauer (2019) reported two cases of mixed
maternity (alloparental care) out of fifteen broods, I will also screen for occurrences of
mixed maternity, though I predict that the rates will be low and anomalous across all
sites.
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Second, I return to the inbreeding measurements collected in Chapter 2 to examine a
possible relationship between genetic diversity and multiple paternity. Though overall
inbreeding was low across populations, the two sites within Cape Blanco, CB and RP,
displayed inbreeding coefficients an order of magnitude greater than other sites. In this
chapter, I explicitly compare these previously calculated inbreeding coefficients to the
degree of multiple paternity at each site. I hypothesize that CB and RP, due to their
higher inbreeding coefficients, will have the lowest levels of multiple paternity (fewest
sires per brood). In other words, I seek to determine whether local variation in mating
system dynamics may account, at least in part, for previously observed differences in
genetic diversity.
Finally, I consider a key demographic variable, population density, that may
contribute to differences in multiple paternity between sites. In Chapter 2, I showed that
CB and RP, the two sites with strongest genetic structure and highest inbreeding, also
have significantly lower density than other capes. Both theory and empirical evidence
suggest that in passive sperm-casting species like Leptasterias, levels of multiple
paternity—both the number of multiply sired broods, and the number of sires per brood—
may increase as a function of higher population density (Kokko & Rankin, 2006; Xue,
Zhang, & Liu, 2016). The greater the number of males in a population, the greater the
likelihood that gametes from multiple sires will enter a sperm pool at close proximity to a
brooding female. Therefore, I predict a positive relationship between the population
density of Leptasterias and the degree of multiple paternity; CB and RP, with
significantly lower density, will likely have broods with a fewer sires on average than
other capes.
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However, I also predict that the interaction between the sperm-casting strategy of
Leptasterias and the dynamic intertidal habitat may make the relationship between
density and multiple paternity less straightforward. Life history traits in intertidal species
can differ based on sharp gradients in wave action, temperature, rugosity, and other
abiotic factors (Pardo & Johnson 2005; Menge, 1974; Sotka, Wares, Barth, Grosberg, &
Palumbi, 2004). In sessile sperm-casting species, for whom fertilization rates depend
largely on the dispersal capacity of sperm and their ability to reach brooding females,
levels of multiple paternity may be particularly vulnerable to environmental forces. Thus,
in the case of Leptasterias, overall site-level population density may exert less influence
on multiple paternity patterns than the spatial distribution of this density— where in the
intertidal zone the males are occurring, and what immediate abiotic conditions affect their
path to a female. In this chapter, I begin to address this nuance by partitioning density
measurements into two habitat zones representing two different abiotic profiles: the low
zone (below the mussel bed) and mid-zone (in the mussel bed). I hypothesize that the
proportion of a site’s population density that occurs in each of these zones may influence
sire evenness and skew. Because the mid-zone falls at mean sea level, it experiences
greater wave force and greater turbulent flow than the low zone (Denny, 1985; Harley &
Helmuth, 2003; Hunt & Scheibling, 2001). Therefore, I predict higher evenness due to
more constant and vigorous mixing of waterborne sperm. In the low zone, which
experiences weaker wave force and greater submersion time (Gaylord, 2000), I predict
higher evenness; gametes released from a single male may drift without disruption to a
brooding female and contribute disproportionately to her brood.
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Overall, this study fills three important gaps in the literature on mating system
dynamics in marine environments. First, I contribute to growing efforts to consider not
just a single representative population but multiple sites, enhancing our understanding of
the variation or consistency of mating systems across a wide geographic range. Second, I
contribute to our understanding of an underrepresented taxon and life history strategy.
Most studies of multiple paternity consider behaviorally complex species with direct
copulation (Bishop & Pemberton, 1997), and the few studies of sessile brooders focus on
terrestrial plants, where the costs and benefits of multiple paternity may differ from those
in marine environments (Bishop & Pemberton, 2006). Finally, following the motivation
of Chapter 2, this study will improve our ability to predict the future genetic resilience of
local Leptasterias populations. At CB and RP, the combined effects of low gene flow,
higher inbreeding, and low density may make these sites uniquely vulnerable to future
population collapse, particularly if we find that multiple paternity levels are also low. On
the other hand, sufficiently high rates of multiple paternity could help these sites maintain
sufficient diversity. Previous literature makes clear that the relationship between density,
diversity, and multiple paternity cannot be predicted a priori nor generalized from one
site to another (Birkhead, Hosken, & Pitnick, 2008; Mobley & Jones, 2007). By
comparing variation across the these widely separated Oregon sites, I seek a more
comprehensive picture of the mechanisms that maintain or decrease genetic variation and
render local populations more or less resilient to environmental change.
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3.2 Materials and Methods
Sample collection and processing
Leptasterias specimens were collected from six sites within three major Capes
along the Oregon coast (Blanco, Foulweather, and Perpetua) during twelve low tides
from April-May 2019 (Table 3.1, Fig 2.3). A minimum of sixty adults per site (n= 384
total) were haphazardly sampled, and each specimen’s location relative to established
transects and other individuals was noted. A ~5mm arm clip was excised from each adult
and stored in 95% ethanol. Of these adults, 85 were carrying broods, which were
removed from the guardian and/or the rock face using a small spatula and stored in
ethanol.
In the laboratory, genomic DNA was isolated from adult tube feet using an EZNA
protocol (Omega Bio-tek, Norcross, GA), checked for quality on a 1.5% agarose gel,
quantified using a Qubit Fluorometer (Thermofisher, Waltham, MA), and diluted 1:10
with molecular grade water for PCR. Broods were categorized as either “juvenile”
(visible arms) or “eggs” (no arms) and twelve broods per cape (n=36 total) were selected
for genotyping based on quality and size of individuals. Each brood mass was removed
from ethanol and briefly soaked in a petri dish of deionized water. Individuals were
separated from each other using tweezers and dissecting needles, and 24 individuals were
randomly selected per brood for genotyping. Individuals were then transferred to 0.2-ml
PCR tubes containing 80 μl of lysis buffer for juveniles (10 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 50
mM KCl, 0.5% Tween-20, 250 μg/ml proteinase K), and 30 μl of lysis buffer for eggs.
Tubes were incubated at 55 °C for 2-3h, heated to 95° for 15 min to denature the
proteinase, then centrifuged to pellet out debris. For juveniles, 50 μl of supernatant was
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mixed with 100 µl of molecular grade water in new PCR tubes, for 1:3 dilution. For eggs,
30 μl water was added to existing PCR tubes for a 1:2 dilution.

Microsatellite genotyping
Five of the microsatellite loci used in Chapter 1 were selected based on high
allelic variation and previously demonstrated Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and linkage
disequilibrium (Table 3.2; see also Supplementary Table A1). An M13 tail (5′-CAC GAC
GTT GTA AAA CGA C-3′) was added to the 5′ end of each locus-specific forward
primer. All primer pairs and M13 were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies.
Additionally, the M13 primer was labeled with one of three fluorescent dyes (Applied
Biosystems) to allow pooling of PCR products for electrophoresis. PCR was performed
in 12.5-μl reactions using MgCl2 concentrations specific to each locus (Table 2), 1 μl of
diluted genomic DNA, 1X PCR buffer, 0.25 mM dNTP, 0.1 units AmpliTaq DNA
Polymerase (Applied Biosystems), 0.05 μM of the M13-tailed locus-specific forward
primer, 0.5 μM of locus-specific reverse primer, and 0.5 μM of labeled M13 primer. Each
PCR cycle consisted of initial denaturation at 95 ºC for 2 min, 35 cycles of 95 ºC for 15 s,
locus-specific annealing temperatures (Table 3.2) for 30 s, and 72 ºC for 30 s, with a final
extension step at 72 ºC for 15 min. PCR products were checked on a 2% agarose gel.
Before electrophoresis, PCR products were pooled in the following ratios:
4:2:4:8:1 for loci Lepta27, 28, 40, 42, and 47 respectively, followed by dilution with 61
μl of deionized water. Samples were genotyped via capillary electrophoresis in an ABI
3730 DNA Analyzer. Electropherograms were visualized and allele peaks scored using
Geneious Prime v.2019.2.3. Only individuals that successfully genotyped at 3 or more
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out of 5 loci were retained for paternity analysis, and only broods with >5 successful
offspring meeting this criterion were retained. This resulted in the removal of several
broods with offspring in the egg stage, which yielded lower-quality DNA and
unsuccessful genotyping. Final specimen counts included in analysis are reported in
Table 3.1.

Paternity analysis
The degree of multiple paternity in each brood was assessed using the maximum
likelihood methods in the program COLONY (Jones & Wang, 2010). Marker-specific
genotyping error rates and null allele estimates from Barreto & Bauer (2019) were used.
We also used the same COLONY input parameters as Barreto & Bauer (2019), including
the assumption of polygamy in both sexes and a priori known maternities for guardian
females. By considering all individuals per site (guardian females, all other adults, and
offspring), COLONY determines siblingships among progeny, assigns paternity and
maternity among sampled adults when possible, deduces parental genotypes contributing
to each offspring, and estimates a likely number of sires per brood. We used this output to
confirm the assignment of each offspring to its guardian female, checking for technical
issues (scoring errors or PCR failures) as well as potential cases of mixed maternity. For
each brood, we then calculated sire evenness, the proportion of offspring fertilized by
each contributing sire, following Schmoll et al. (2007):
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Here, S is the total number of sires in a brood, and pi is the proportion of progeny
sired by the ith sire. E ranges from 0 to 1, with high values reflecting even distribution of
paternity among sires.
In addition to sire evenness, we computed a second measure of the relative
contribution of each sire to a brood: sire skew, following Neff et al. (2008). Unlike
evenness, skew accounts for not only the number of sires but also for the number of
genotyped offspring, therefore allowing for more consistent comparison across broods of
different sizes. Skew per brood was calculated by computing the effective number of
sires, 1/Σ(rsi /brood size)2, where rsi is the number of offspring assigned to the ith sire.
Skew was then expressed as 1 – (effective number of sires/actual number of sires). A
value of 0 implies no skew (all sires contribute equally to the brood), while a value
approaching 1 implies maximal skew (nearly all offspring belong to a single sire).
For each measure of multiple paternity (likely number of sires, evenness, and
skew), we pooled broods from the two sites within each cape to increase statistical power
in geographical comparisons. Because all three measures of paternity were non-normally
distributed, a Kruskal-Wallis H-test was used to test for differences between number of
median sires, evenness, and skew between the three capes. One-sample sign tests were
conducted to determine whether the median sire evenness and skew from each site
differed from the null hypotheses of 1 and 0 (all fathers contributed equally),
respectively.
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Density and genetic diversity
To examine the relationship between multiple paternity and genetic diversity, we
returned to the inbreeding measures calculated in Chapter 2: GIS, similar to FIS (Weir &
Cockerham, 1984), but corrected for the high allelic diversity of microsatellite markers
(Meirmans & Hedrick, 2011). Mean GIS and standard error for each site were calculated
by the program GenoDive (Meirmans & Van Tienderen, 2004) using all nine loci from
Chapter 2.
To examine the influence of population density on multiple paternity, we returned
to the long-term horizontal transect data conducted by Gravem et al. (in revision) and
used in Chapter 2. From 2013-17, thirty-meter transect lines were run parallel to the shore
in the low (below mussel bed) and mid-high (in mussel bed) zones at each site. Ten
0.25m2 quadrats were haphazardly sampled along each transect, and species abundances
were visually estimated. In Chapter 2, overall site density (individuals/0.25m2) and
standard error were calculated by pooling transect data from the mid and low zones. In
this chapter, each habitat zone was averaged and plotted separately for within-site
comparison of the spatial distribution of density.
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3.3 Results
Level and variance of multiple paternity
Across all sampled populations, the frequency of multiple paternity was 100%; all
broods were sired by more than one male. Across sites, likely number of sires ranged
from 2-20, with an overall mean of 11.62. Mean sires at Capes Foulweather, Perpetua,
and Blanco were 11, 11.4, and 12.5, respectively (Figure 3.1, a & d). A Kruskall-Wallis
H-test revealed no differences in the likely number of sires among capes (chi-square =
0.55708, df = 2, P-value= 0.7569). No cases of mixed maternity were observed at any
site; all offspring were successfully assigned by COLONY to the guardian adult from
whom they were collected.
Across all populations, mean sire evenness was 0.865, with a range from 0.25 to 1
(Fig 3.1, b & e). Mean sire skew was 0.285, with a range from 0.00 to 0.66 (Fig 3.1, c &
f). Both evenness and skew were different from 0 and 1 respectively (all sires
contributing evenly) at Capes Foulweather and Blanco (P-values= 0.00024 and 0.00195,
respectively), and near-significant at Cape Perpetua (P-value =0.0625). Kruskall-Wallis
H-tests revealed no difference in the evenness of sires between capes (chi-square =
0.24174, df = 2, P-value= 0.8862) or in sire skew (chi-square = 0.42359, df = 2, P-value=
0.809).

Genetic diversity and density
As calculated in Chapter 2, inbreeding coefficients were higher at the two sites
within Cape Blanco (CB and RP) than any other sites, with values of 0.124 and 0.126
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respectively (Fig. 3.2). All other inbreeding coefficients were low (range: 0.000 - 0.045)
(See Table A2).
As reported in Chapter 2, density was lower at the two sites within Cape Blanco
(CB and RP) than sites within any other cape (Fig 3.3 a). When transect data was
partitioned into low and mid intertidal zones, site-level differences in the distribution of
population density emerged (Fig 3.3 b). At both sites within Cape Foulweather (FC and
BB), density was higher in the mid zone than the low zone. At Cape Perpetua, density
was higher in the low zone than the mid zone; zero Leptasterias were found in the mid
zone at SH. Density distributions are different between the sites within Cape Blanco, with
higher density in the low zone than mid zone at CB, and vice versa at RP.
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3.4 Discussion
We examined multiple paternity patterns in Leptasterias sp., a brooding
echinoderm and important intertidal predator, across three capes (six sites) over a 260-km
geographic range of the Oregon coast. Our study is among the few to quantitatively
compare the range and variance of mating system dynamics across multiple populations
of a marine species (but see Chabot & Haggin, 2014; Jones et al., 2001; Johnson & Yund,
2007; Mobley & Jones 2007 and 2009).
Our analysis of likely number of sires per brood revealed unambiguously high
levels of multiple paternity across the entire range of Leptasterias. Out of 26 genotyped
broods, all were sired by more than one male (mean 11.62, range 2-20). These levels are
comparable to, but slightly lower than, the levels of mixed paternity reported by Barreto
& Bauer (2019) (mean 12.9, range 1-38) at FC, likely due to fewer offspring sampled per
brood (n=7-24) in this study compared to brood size in Barreto & Bauer (n=5-55). Given
that Leptasterias broods usually contain 50-1500 offspring (Chia, 1966; Menge, 1974),
the number of sires reported here is likely an underestimate, and genotyping of larger
proportions of a brood would reveal higher levels of multiple paternity. Regardless, even
our conservative measures place Leptasterias on par with the most promiscuous marine
species, such as colonial ascidians (Johnson & Yund, 2007) and intertidal snails (Panova
et al. 2010), and much higher than the only other marine echinoderms examined to date,
sea urchins of the genus Abatus, with a range of 2-5 sires (Maturana, 2017).
These extreme levels of multiple paternity shed light on the potential evolutionary
mechanisms that contribute to the origin and maintenance of polyandry in a spermcasting species. Multiple paternity in Leptasterias may fall into the category of “obligate”
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or “convenience” polyandry rather than conferring substantial genetic benefits (Bishop &
Pemberton, 1997). In systems that experience at least some level of polyandry, the
relative fitness benefit of each additional sire in a brood likely declines as the overall
number of sires increases (Arnqvist & Nilsson, 2000). Furthermore, studies of freespawning marine invertebrates suggest that many of the putative direct benefits of
multiple paternity (nutrients donated by males) and costs (reduced parental care,
increased predation risk) documented in other taxa may not apply (Bishop & Pemberton,
2006). For a broadcast spawner like Leptasterias, multiple paternity may simply be a byproduct of selection to ensure complete fertilization and/or an unavoidable outcome of
sperm mixing in the volatile environment of the intertidal zone (Panova et al. 2010).
Further comparison of multiple paternity across reproductive strategies (sperm-casting vs.
direct fertilization) and across modes of mobility (sessile vs. mobile organisms) will
continue to clarify the adaptive value and evolutionary maintenance of polyandry.
The second major finding of our study was a surprising lack of geographic
variation in any of the measures (number of sires, evenness, and skew) of multiple
paternity across the three capes of Leptasterias’s Oregon range. Based on documented
differences in population density (lower at Cape Blanco), and studies showing that
multiple paternity is sensitive to site-specific variations in topography, wave action, sex
ratio, and resource availability (Johnson & Yund, 2007; Panova et al. 2010), we
predicted that both the level of multiple paternity and relative sire contribution would
differ between Capes Foulweather, Perpetua, and Blanco, and possibly at the finer scale
of sites. Though the capes displayed marginally different mean number of sires (11, 11.4,
and 12.5 respectively), none of these differences were statistically significant, and no
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cape-level differences in sire evenness and skew were detected. Based on the limited
literature of intraspecific variation in mating systems, this finding is not entirely
unexpected. For example, studies of sand gobies report that despite dramatically different
ecological characteristics between study sites (differing nest-site availability, leading to
differing strengths of sexual selection), the distribution of mating success and the number
of mates per nest stays constant over a geographic range (Jones et al. 2001). The level,
evenness, and skew of Leptasterias may be fixed at high and relatively constant levels
due to broad-scale similarities across sites—all capes have waterborne sperm, for
example, and all are subject to some level of sperm mixing due to wave action—and
relatively insensitive to minor variations in environment or ecology.
An alternative explanation, however, is that patterns of multiple paternity in
Leptasterias do vary based on ecological and abiotic factors, but the spatial scale and
design of our study failed to capture these salient differences. The only ecological
variation we compared between capes and sites was population density. We predicted
that sites with lower overall density (CB and RP) would display lower mean number of
sires than other capes based on the assumption that lower density leads to greater distance
from each male to a brooding female and fewer overall males to contribute to a sperm
pool. Our analysis revealed that this is not the case. No differences were observed in any
multiple paternity measure between capes, and the cape with the lowest density (Cape
Blanco) actually had a marginally higher mean number of sires than the other capes.
Looking back, the prediction of a positive correlation between density and multiple
paternity was likely an oversimplified assumption given the dynamics of Leptasterias
sperm-casting. Upon waterborne release from a male, Leptasterias gametes likely travel
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large distances to reach a brooding female. Though little is known about the dispersal
capacity and motility of Leptasterias sperm in Oregon populations, gametes of
Leptasterias polaris, a congeneric species in Canada, retain high fertilization success for
34 hours and can survive up to 6-7 days (Hamel & Mercier, 1995). During this time, the
path and distance of sperm dispersal is likely greatly influenced by factors such as
rugosity, wave force, and tide height. If this is the case, then a simple positive
relationship between density and multiple paternity becomes less obvious. Overall
distance between a sire and female likely exerts weaker influence on sperm success than
the abiotic factors that the sperm encounter over this distance. Furthermore, our findings
suggest that Leptasterias sperm may travel large distances prior to fertilization regardless
of population density. Though we genotyped 60 adults per site, not once did COLONY
assign paternity, suggesting that none of the fathers who contributed to a brood were
among our collected adults. This was true despite the fact that we tended to collect adults
in close proximity to the brooding female (the same mussel bed, usually <1 m radius).
This finding has two possible implications: either sperm-casting is efficient from long
distances, or fathers are highly mobile after fertilization, aggregating near the brooding
female during spawning and then dispersing throughout the intertidal zone as seen in the
related species Leptasterias polaris (Hamel & Mercier, 1995). Regardless, the abiotic
factors that mediate dispersal of adult males and/or waterborne sperm are likely more
influential on paternity patterns than site-level population density.
Anticipating the importance of variation in abiotic factors, we addressed one such
site-level difference by examining the relative distribution of density in the low (below
the mussel bed) and mid (in the mussel bed) intertidal zones. We hypothesized that sites
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where Leptasterias are more abundant in the mid zone may have higher paternity
evenness and lower skew than sites where Leptasterias are more abundant in the low
zone. The stronger effects of wave action at mean sea level may lead to more extensive
sperm mixing in the mid zone, whereas in the low zone, gametes experience longer and
calmer submersion time and may drift unmixed to contribute disproportionately to a
brood (Denny, 1985; Gaylord, 2000). Our present study lacks the statistical power to test
this hypothesis. Though we did document a marked difference in the spatial distribution
of Leptasterias between sites—Cape Perpetua sea stars occur almost entirely in the low
zone, with zero specimens observed in the mid zone at SH—such density differences did
not translate to significant differences in either likely number of sires or evenness/skew
between capes.
However, the unexpected consistency of sire contribution between sites may itself
have informative implications. With the exception of Cape Perpetua (likely due to low
sample size), all evenness and skew measures were different from 1 and 0, respectively,
the null hypotheses that would indicate an equal contribution of each sire to each brood.
This suggests that across all populations, certain sires are more effective at fertilizing
broods than others, prompting further questions about the mechanisms that mediate
sperm competition and cause this differential success. Density may be one such factor,
though its precise effect on sperm competition is unclear. On the one hand, lower density
(greater distance between males and guardian females), may neutralize competitive
differences between gametes. Marginal advantages of speed and motility may be
overpowered by the greater probability of differences in water flow, rugosity, and
topography over a larger dispersal range (Bishop & Pemberton, 2006). On the other hand,
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potential abiotic barriers to dispersal (e.g. current strength, desiccation risk, uneven
topography) may make the competitive features of individual sperm more important over
larger distances, leading to higher rates of skew and lower sire evenness at low density.
Preliminary results from Barreto & Bauer (2019) suggest that fine scale abiotic gradients
may indeed influence sire contribution in Leptasterias. They reported differences in sire
evenness and skew between two transects merely meters apart, suggesting that smallscale spatial variation in density, habitat complexity, and environmental conditions,
though unmeasured in their study, may influence the degree of multiple mating. Rather
than assuming that geographically distinct capes provide proxies for relevant
environmental variation, future studies should quantify site-level variation in abiotic
conditions and compare broods across these explicit environmental gradients.
Finally, by examining the relationship between mating system dynamics and
genetic diversity, this study enhances understanding of the genetic resilience of
Leptasterias. We predicted that sites within Cape Blanco, due to higher inbreeding
coefficients, would display lower levels of multiple paternity, which would confirm the
theoretical prediction that multiple mating enhances the genetic diversity of a population
(Pearse & Anderson, 2009). Our findings seem to contradict this prediction. Inbreeding
coefficients (Chapter 2) were not a reliable predictor of the number of sires per brood that
we found in this study, suggesting that any cape-level differences in inbreeding
coefficients cannot be attributed to differences in multiple paternity and must be
explained by other factors. Notably, while our method of paternity analysis detected the
number of distinct sires contributing to each brood, it did not measure the relatedness of
these fathers to one another. CB and RP may experience high levels of multiple paternity,
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but if those fathers are very genetically similar, this high paternity may not substantially
increase the genetic diversity of the brood and may yield the higher inbreeding
coefficients we observed.
However, our study suggests that multiple paternity may increase the likelihood
of future resilience of local populations of Leptasterias. In Chapter 2, we predicted that
low gene flow and apparent isolation, combined with lower standing genetic diversity,
may render CB and RP uniquely vulnerable to inbreeding depression and future
population collapse, both of which can be exacerbated by environmental stress (Hedrick
& Kalinowski, 2000). A finding of lower rates of multiple paternity, and the expected
negative impact on genetic diversity, would have reinforced this prediction and yielded a
bleaker forecast for the persistence of Leptasterias at CB and RP. Based on the findings
of this study, however, the mating system of Leptasterias likely enhances rather than
detracts from local genetic diversity. High levels of multiple paternity across all sites may
balance the effects of low gene flow and direct development, allowing Leptasterias to
maintain both structure and variation and remain resilient under scenarios of
environmental change.
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3.7 Tables and Figures

Table 3.1 Sampling locations and counts of Leptasterias adults and broods by cape
Number of samples genotyped
Site

Lat/Long
Adults

Broods

Progeny per
brood

Cape Foulweather
Fogarty Creek (FC)
Boiler Bay (BB)

44° 50' 20.5224'' N 124° 3' 14.3856'' W
44° 50' 0.5136'' N 124° 3' 35.4744'' W

64
63

5
8

8-24
9-24

Cape Perpetua
Yachats Beach (YB)
Strawberry Hill (SH)

44° 14' 59.4384'' N 124° 6' 50.0472'' W
44° 18' 56.0844'' N 124° 6' 33.0084'' W

56
68

4
1

17-24
9

Cape Blanco
Cape Blanco (CB)
Rocky Point (RP)

42° 50' 23.028'' N 124° 33' 55.6092'' W
42° 40' 39.3456'' N 124° 27' 6.1452'' W

56
57

3
8

23-24
7-18

Sites are abbreviated with initials; capes are written as full names throughout. Number of
samples genotyped includes individuals retained after removing those that failed to
genotype at more than 1 locus and broods with <5 progeny. Median number of genotyped
offspring was consistent across capes (Foulweather = 24, Perpetua and Blanco = 23).
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Table 3.2 Features and amplification parameters of 5 microsatellite loci used for analysis
of adult and offspring Leptasterias from six Oregon sites
Locus

Repeat
motif

Primer sequence (5'-3')

Lepta27 (AATC)11 F: GCCATAGAGTTGTGCACCAG
R: CTTCCCAGGTACGACAGAGG
Lepta28 (AGAT)10 F: CCAACCATCCACTACATGCC
R: GCGAACCCTTCAAGACGATC
Lepta40 (AATC)27 F: GTGAGCTGGCGTCACATTAC
R: CAGGGAGGTAGCTGGGAATG
Lepta42 (ACTC)13 F: GCAGGATAGAGTTGTGTGGC
R: GCTATCCGATCAGCACCAAC
Lepta47 (AATG)15 F: TCAAGATTGTGCCTCCCTCC
R: GCATGATGACGCAGAGAACC

58

1.5

359

10

Allele
size
range
(bp)
332-380

58

1.5

346

14

382-442

VIC

58

1.5

262

67

293-641

NED

58

1.5

346

17

121-223

PET

58

1.5

348

24

160-256

VIC

Ta MgCl2
No. of
N†
(ºC) (mM)
alleles

M13
Dye
PET

Ta: annealing temperature; † Number of adult individuals genotyped successfully (out of
n=374).
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Figure 3.1 Mean and variance of three measures of multiple paternity (a & d, likely
number of sires; b & e, sire evenness; and c & f, skew) of Leptasterias broods from six
sites along the Oregon coast. Panels a-c display site-level comparisons; panels d-f
combine the two sites within each cape for cape-level comparison. Specimen counts for
each comparison are displayed in panels a) and d). Lines represent IQR; outliers are
denoted with dots.
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Figure 3.2 Comparison of the inbreeding coefficient GIS (corrected FIS for microsatellites)
across six populations of Leptasterias using nine microsatellite loci. Error bars represent
standard deviation obtained by jackknifing over all loci, calculated with GenoDive
(Meirmans & Tienderen, 2004).
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Figure 3.3 Mean density of Leptasterias at Oregon sites from horizontal transect surveys
collected from 2013-2017. a) Overall site-level density averaged between the low (below
mussel bed) and mid (within mussel bed) intertidal zones. b) Density separated into low
and mid habitat zones for within-site comparison.
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Chapter 4 – General Conclusion
At the start of my thesis, I posed the question, What is the likelihood of local
adaptation in Oregon populations of Leptasterias sp.? In the face of increasing
environmental change in the California Current Large Marine Ecosystem—rising
temperatures, ocean acidification, disease, habitat fragmentation, and more—the capacity
of a species to adapt its behavior and physiology in response to local pressures may
strongly influence a population’s persistence or collapse (Bernhardt & Leslie, 2013;
Hoffmann & Sgro, 2011; Moritz et al. 2008). Local adaptation requires a balance
between two key and sometimes conflicting ingredients. On the one hand, populations
must experience sufficiently low connectivity to facilitate local divergence via genetic
drift and natural selection (Collin, 2001; Keever et al., 2009; Marko & Hart, 2018). On
the other hand, populations must maintain high enough levels of genetic diversity to
avoid inbreeding depression and ensure enough standing variation for selection to act
(Sanford & Kelly, 2011; Keever et al. 2013). The two chapters of my thesis—my
description of Leptasterias population structure and genetic divergence in Chapter 2, and
my investigation of mating system dynamics in Chapter 3—create a comprehensive
picture of where Leptasterias fall in regard to these criteria. My work helps prioritize
specific sites for future research and conservation, while enhancing our understanding of
the general mechanisms that may hinder or facilitate local adaptation in intertidal species.
In Chapter 2, I addressed the first criterion for local adaptation: the extent of gene
flow and scale of genetic divergence among Oregon populations of Leptasterias. I found
strong population structure at the level of capes (Foulweather vs. Perpetua vs. Blanco)
and at the level of two sites, CB and RP, within Cape Blanco. In addition to geographic
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distance, divergent current patterns and patchy between-cape habitat composition may
inhibit dispersal between populations, possibly allowing local specialization. These
findings suggest that at the level of capes, Leptasterias are strong candidates for local
adaptation. Adaptations arising in response to the conditions of one cape are likely to be
maintained over time, undisrupted by an influx of genes from different selective
environments.
However, the likelihood of local adaptation depends on the balance between the
spatial scale of gene flow and the scale of a selective gradient (Sanford & Kelly, 2011).
Thus, the finding of differing scales of genetic structure—divergence between CB and
RP within Cape Blanco, but no divergence between site-pairs from other capes—may
influence the ability of certain populations to adapt. If the environmental pressures facing
Leptasterias differ at the level of hundreds of kilometers, then the two sites within each
cape may functionally experience the same evolutionary conditions. The high gene flow
between FC and BB at Cape Foulweather, and between YB and SH at Cape Perpetua,
could help rather than hinder local adaptation, because separate sites will respond as
unified populations to the same regional pressures. If, on the other hand, the
environmental pressures facing Leptasterias vary at a much finer scale, then populations
within Cape Blanco may be more equipped to specialize than populations from other
capes. The high divergence and low gene flow between CB and RP may allow fine-scale
specialization in response to site-level differences in environmental and ecological
conditions.
Thus, to fully apply the results of Chapter 2 to the question of local adaptation,
future studies should compare the scale of genetic divergence reported here to the scale of
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past and future selective pressures. One promising example is the case of ocean
acidification. Long-term monitoring of coastal pH suggests that populations of
Leptasterias on the northern Oregon coast have historically experienced lower pH values
than southern populations, creating a potential selective gradient (Chan et al., 2017;
Pespeni, Chan, Menge, & Palumbi, 2013). Because of this long-term exposure,
Leptasterias from Cape Foulweather may be better equipped, genetically or
phenotypically, to endure future climate-change-induced pH extremes than populations
from other capes, allowing them to persist in the face of local pressures and/or act as
refugia for less-adapted populations (e.g. Serrano et al., 2014). Importantly, this selective
gradient appears to vary at the scale of capes rather than individual sites. BB and FC
could in this case evolve as a single functional population, and the high gene flow
between them demonstrated in Chapter 2 would allow cape-level specialization while
potentially increasing diversity due to a larger gene pool. This hypothesis, however, rests
on the assumption that Leptasterias harbor genetic variation for traits responsible for pH
resistance and that these genes are responsive to natural selection (Kohn et al. 2006). My
current study, using neutral microsatellite markers, does not have the power to address
these functional questions. Thus, future studies of Leptasterias should investigate
“pheno-geography”: the distribution of phenotypic traits, such as pH or temperature
sensitivity, among geographic regions (e.g. Sotka et al., 2012). My study takes the
important first step of confirming that Leptasterias display strong genetic structure at a
fine scale. Future investigation, in the form of targeted sequencing for functional traits,
will enhance our ability to predict resilience.
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In Chapter 3, I investigated the second criterion for local adaptation: the
maintenance of genetic diversity and its relationship to the mating system of Leptasterias.
Populations may possess sufficiently low gene flow to allow local specialization, but
does this genetic structure come at the cost of high inbreeding and low allelic variation?
Studies of other brooding sea stars (genus Parvulastra) report reduced population sizes,
inbreeding depression, and lack of diversity due to low dispersal between populations
(Keever et al., 2013). The results of both Chapters 2 and 3 suggest a more promising
outlook for Leptasterias, with low inbreeding coefficients at Capes Foulweather and
Perpetua, and relatively low inbreeding at CB and RP. At the same time, however, the
slightly higher inbreeding at Cape Blanco, combined with this capes’ lower population
density, may make these sites more vulnerable to future loss of diversity, especially with
the exacerbating effects of environmental stress (Hedrick & Kalinowski, 2000). Thus, in
Chapter 3, I investigated the features of the Leptasterias mating system that may enhance
or inhibit maintenance of diversity. I found that levels of multiple paternity (likely
number of sires, evenness, and skew) are consistently high across capes, with no
geographic variation despite differences in inbreeding and population density. The results
of Chapter 3 suggest that lower multiple paternity is not responsible for higher inbreeding
coefficients at Cape Blanco, and other factors should be investigated to explain capelevel differences in diversity. The genetic mating system of Leptasterias, rather than
contributing lower diversity at CB and RP, may actually help these populations maintain
higher effective population size and lower inbreeding and enhance their genetic
resilience.
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Putting together the results from Chapters 2 and 3, we emerge with a
comprehensive picture of the likelihood of local adaptation in Leptasterias based on two
categories of criteria: genetic structure (site- and cape-level divergence and gene flow),
and genetic diversity (inbreeding, population density, and levels of multiple paternity).
Figure 4.1 outlines the implications of each of these measures for local adaptation and
assesses where each site or cape falls along a spectrum, allowing targeted predictions of
local resilience and aiding the framing of new hypotheses. For example, if future studies
find that selective pressures act at the level of capes, then sites within Foulweather and
Perpetua, with high cape-level genetic structure and population density and low
inbreeding coefficients, are likely best equipped to balance both structure and diversity
and remain resilient. If, on the other hand, selective pressures act on the finer scale of
sites, then the high genetic divergence between CB and RP may render these sites more
likely to adapt than other capes. High levels of multiple paternity, by increasing effective
population size and guarding against inbreeding (Pearse & Anderson, 2009), may
enhance the diversity of these sites in the face of low gene flow. Regardless, CB and RP
merit special attention from researchers and policymakers in the future, both to monitor
diversity and to further elucidate the tradeoffs and mechanisms of local adaptation in
marine species.
As a whole, my thesis highlights the way in which the likelihood of local
adaptation, particularly in a dynamic coastal environment, arises from a complex
combination of factors. Local abiotic and ecological conditions (oceanography, habitat
composition, population density, and more) interact with life history traits (dispersal
strategy, scale of connectivity, and reproductive mode) to produce complex and
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sometimes conflicting forecasts genetic resilience across geographic scales. Thus,
integration of multiple lines of analysis, from population genetics to oceanography to
ecology, will help forecast prioritize populations for research or management and forecast
the impact of environmental change.
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Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of the likelihood of local adaptation for six populations of Leptasterias, based on genetic structure
and genetic diversity.* The relationship between genetic structure and the likelihood of local adaptation depends on the scale of this
structure relative to the scale of a selective gradient. Therefore, both site- and cape-level assessments of structure are shown here.
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Table A1 Summary statistics for ten microsatellite loci, analyzed per locus and population of Leptasterias sp.
Site

Locus

Cape Foulweather
Fogarty Creek (FC)

Boiler Bay (BB)

Lepta10 Lepta11 Lepta14 Lepta27 Lepta28 Lepta40 Lepta42 Lepta47 Lepta48 Lepta49
He

0.716

0.697

0.375

0.641

0.819

0.960

0.727

0.887

0.674

0.638

Ho

0.698

0.712

0.279

0.645

0.823

0.931

0.645

0.823

0.645

0.619

PHWE

0.660

0.897

0.091

0.486

0.942

0.414

0.532

0.897

0.380

0.489

Null alleles

0.006

0.000

0.117

0.000

0.000

0.011

0.057

0.032

0.012

0.019

He

0.677

0.594

0.398

0.682

0.823

0.951

0.761

0.883

0.645

0.684

Ho

0.746

0.645

0.322

0.742

0.721

0.857

0.712

0.852

0.542

0.639

PHWE

0.242

0.485

0.485

0.983

0.387

0.061

0.585

0.457

0.382

0.897

Null alleles

0.000

0.000

0.075

0.000

0.060

0.030

0.000

0.016

0.078

0.030

He

0.640

0.567

0.575

0.608

0.784

0.958

0.806

0.861

0.635

0.539

Ho

0.517

0.576

0.554

0.638

0.736

0.966

0.694

0.828

0.490

0.586

PHWE

0.380

0.897

0.242

0.585

0.202

0.942

0.380

0.860

0.347

0.897

Null alleles

0.000

0.000

0.075

0.000

0.060

0.030

0.000

0.016

0.078

0.030

He

0.631

0.571

0.556

0.530

0.760

0.949

0.814

0.862

0.577

0.587

Ho

0.627

0.508

0.569

0.424

0.862

0.952

0.791

0.894

0.476

0.627

Cape Perpetua
Yachats Beach (YB)

Strawberry Hill (SH)
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PHWE

0.457

0.380

0.929

0.380

0.380

0.786

0.778

0.776

0.457

0.242

Null alleles

0.083

0.000

0.019

0.000

0.029

0.000

0.071

0.000

0.112

0.000

He

0.853

0.702

0.716

0.728

0.815

0.954

0.574

0.870

0.756

0.779

Ho

0.763

0.729

0.714

0.632

0.702

0.750

0.473

0.635

0.618

0.763

PHWE

0.000

0.660

0.390

0.380

0.380

0.061

0.437

0.091

0.061

0.053

Null alleles

0.060

0.000

0.000

0.071

0.063

0.101

0.085

0.132

0.086

0.003

He

0.904

0.750

0.369

0.640

0.569

1.030

0.690

0.833

0.570

0.451

Ho

0.943

0.643

0.259

0.509

0.500

0.760

0.654

0.720

0.308

0.509

PHWE

0.929

0.414

0.053

0.054

0.313

0.061

0.486

0.457

0.000

1.000

Null alleles

0.000

0.080

0.136

0.104

0.066

0.125

0.021

0.061

0.211

0.000

Cape Blanco
Cape Blanco (CB)

Rocky Point (RP)

He: expected heterozygosity proportion. Ho: observed heterozygosity proportion. PHWE: FDR-adjusted P-values for exact tests of
deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium; bold-face terms highlight significance at = 0.05. Proportion of null alleles
calculated with MicroChecker (Van Oosterhout et al. 2004)
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Table A2 Inbreeding coefficients and Leptasterias population densities
Site

GIS*

Density (0.25 m2)

S.E. of
density

Fogarty Creek (FC)

0.045

1.2550

0.2205

Boiler Bay (BB)

0.034

1.1692

0.3987

Yachats Beach (YB)

0.029

1.2003

0.1360

Strawberry Hill (SH)

0.000

0.9414

0.0929

Cape Blanco (CB)

0.124

0.3648

0.0939

Rocky Point (RP)

0.126

0.4029

0.1469

Cape Foulweather

Cape Perpetua

Cape Blanco

* Inbreeding coefficient, FIS, corrected for microsatellites (Meirmans & Hedrick 2011),
calculated across all loci. Densities reflect averages from low and mid-zone horizontal
transects.
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Figure A1 An example of current vectors (direction and magnitude) obtained from shore‐
based high‐frequency radar (HFR). Data points used in this study, from the following
lat/long locations, are circled in red.
From North to South:
Cape Foulweather: -124.30233, 44.91752
Cape Perpetua: -124.30233, 44.26952
CB: -124.73673, 42.81152
RP: -124.73673, 42.64952
Source: Mapping Oregon Coastal Oceans Current project, Kosro Laboratory, Oregon
State University, http://bragg.coas.oregonstate.edu.

